SCIENCES OF MAN
form partnerships for the express purpose of giving
and receiving valuable objects and earn prestige at
It ist as much by giving as by receiving This
exchange of valuables mostly shell ornaments is
so important that it has a name in the language of
each society Ihe first such exchange system to
be described by an anthropologist was the Ma
of the Trobnand Islands observed bv Mahnowski
An important man had a partner in an island on
either side of his own home from one he received
armbands and returned necklaces from the otiier
he received neclJaces and returned armbands
Ihese objects did not become part of a store of
vealth for any man nobody could hold one long
before it was time to pass it on to hi3 partner lo
n-ceive his gift a man sailed by canoe to his p vrt
ner s home he was there welcomed peaceably
and while he was making hio formal visit the crew
were bartering their goods on the shore with the
local populace JChus the Kvla, partnership had
the nature of a political alliance it was a means
of maintaining peaceful relations between popu
lations which would otherwise ha\e been hostile
In the highland area of Ivew Guinea identical
objects are exchanged so that the relative value
ot amounts given and received can be calculated
In some parts the ideal w that a return gift should
be twice the original one Katurally it is no small
achievement to carry on a prolonged series of
exchanges at such a rate \ ery few men manage
it and those who do ire the acknowledged leaders
ot their community For each large gift he has
made a man wears a little bamboo stick, hung
round his neck thus his munificence is publicly
proclaimed A new partnership is init at°d bj
making the minimum gift Men make the^e
partnerships with otheia not bound to them by
kinship notably with, then: relatives by marriage
Each partnership extends the range within which
a man can count on friendly treatment So
widespread is the idea that gifts should be repaid
and services rewarded after some delay and at
the discretion of tne man making the return that
where the highland people have taken to growing
coffee for sale the large scale planters do not pay
wages but employ young men for planting -who
get their return by coming to them later for help
m difficulties Of course the young men would
stop giving their work if they judged that the
return was not adequate
Gift giving then is an Investment but not one
that produces a direct material return One
anthropologist E, F Salisbury has called it an
investment m power The extreme case of such
an uneconomic use of goods was found—before
it was forbidden—in the yottachof some Indians of
the north west coast of America There a man
who was insulted would challenge the offender to
a competition in destruction Great quantities
of fish oil would be poured on the fire and sheets
of copper thrown into the sea The challenger was
demonstrating how much wealth he could afford
to destroy
Certainly this is not turning resources to
material advantage No more is the giving of a
very expensive dinner party in London or New
York But equally certainly It is not done with
out calculation In the affluent society people
display their superior affluence because this
demonstrates their prestige rating just as in the
yotlach and they keep on good terms through
the hospitality they offer with people from whom
they mar later seek a return m professional deal
ings rather as in the Melanesian gift-exchanges
The difference between the uses to which resources
are put m societies of staple and of complex tech
nology Is one only of degree The proportion that
is devoted to securing non material advantages is
higher m the small scale societies and so is the
proportion of gift giving to commercial exchange
In gift giving there is no bargaining but there is
a clear expectation of return The initiation of
new social relationships by the making of gifts Is
not by any means confined to New Guinea Bride
wealth which legitimises children Is the most wide
spread example Pastoral peoples In East Africa
also make gifts of stock to selected friends in dis
tant parts The friend on his home ground is
& sponsor for his partner and he is expected to
make return gifts from time to tune and may be
asked for a beast if his partner is to difficulties
One could think of such an arrangement aa a type
of Insurance
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A small number of social anthropologists have
specialised in the study of the economic systems
of small scale societies and have asked whether
the concepts devised for the analysis of monetary
economies—such notions for example as capital
and credit—can be applied to people who gain
their livelihood directly from the resources of their
immediate environment Starting from the
assumption that there is always eome choice in
the allocation of resources they have observed
how th&>e choices are actually made in the socie
ties where they have worked They have asked
how the value of such goods as ore obtained by
barter is measured how labour i obtained how
directed and how rewarded for such enterprises
as the building of a canoe or a temple which dill
for the co operation of la~ge numbers ihey have
examined the use of media of exchange aslan.,
how far anj of thebe fulfil the functions that we
associate with money
The general conclusion of these studies is that
peoples of simple technology are perfectly capable
of rational calculation in the allocation of their
resources even though their calculations are
rough by comparison with those of the entre
preneur m an industrial society JThey kno*v vhat
to regard as an adequate return vhen they a~e
Gartering goods Thej withhold goods from con
sumption when they are planning an enterprise
th_t is to say a man who proro-es to imtiatt, si ch
an activity as canoe building arranges, to be atfe
to feed his labour force
Religion
At a tune when people Questioned whether
primitive societies could be said to have reh
gion E B Tylor offered as a rmniTnimi deft
mtion of religion the belief m spiritual beings
All societies of simple technology have such beliefs
and think that unseen personalised beings mflu
ence the course of nature by direct intervention
causing rata to fall if they are pleased with the
actions of men and withholding it if they are angrj
sending sickness as a punishment and so forth
In the great majority of such societies the ino t
important spirits to be worshipped are those of
dead ancestors But there may also be a belief
In gods responsible for particular aspects of the
world to whom offerings are made for protection
or success in their special fields Many pre
literate peoples believe in a high god from whom
all other spirits derive their power and one school
of anthropology sees this as evidence of an original
state of higher religious consciousness from which
man has declined but this view is, not widely
held
Rituals involving groups of people are commonly
performed on occasions when changes of status
are to be signahB°d A child becomes a member of
society not by being born but at a naming or
showing ceremony A youth or girl becomes adult
at initiation Marriage which makes a couple
into potential parents and links their kin gioups
19 another such ritual
In funerary rites the dead person is made into
an ancestor and his heir adopts his social pel
sonahty and his responsibilities. The accession
of a man to political office is surrounded by ritual
and chiefs frequently observe annual rites at the
time of harvest when it is the season not the
person that is changing These are confirmatory
rituals designed to keep society and the world on
an even course "When something goes wront,
a drought or epidemic or an individual sickuet-;
macular rituals are performed to make peace with
the spirits responsible for the disaster
An essential aspect of many of these religions
is the belief in witchcraft—that is that it is possible
for humans to harm one another merely by hating
them Witchcraft supplies an explanation of
undeserved misfortune Diviners employ a
multitude of techniaues (which anthropologists
rather inaccurately call oracles) to detect whether
a disaster is a merited punishment or Is due to
witchcraft
Every small scale society has its myths—atones
which tell how the world as people know it came
to be Sometimes their ritual re-enacts the myth
often the myth tells how the ritual was first per
formed and thereby gives a reason for its eon
tmuance Then there are myths telling how
death and evil came into the world. Some myths

